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Abstract: The Mistress of Spices examines several tropes all together. It addresses issues 

of Culture, Identity, the immigrant and diasporic experience and is an evocative account 

of the protagonist Tilo’s journey from awareness to self-discovery. Tilo takes the spice 

route to self-discovery; the spices speak and lead her throughout the narrative. Tilo’s 

discourse with exotic Indian spices imbued with magic in a dusty old shop in Oakland, 

California provides Divakarunithe platform to speak to the heart of the American 

immigrant experience through the language of Food. As Tilo, the mistress of spices to 

Maya, Tilo mediates self-awareness into discovery as the spices provide an axis for 

understanding these innovative explorations with Food (read spice) as an 

autobiographical experience of culture and identity. This paper discusses the cultural 

significance of Food as metaphor and the notion of Food as metonym in the elaboration 

of culture and identity. 
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 Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni’s exuberant first novel builds an enchanted story of self- 

awarenessand discovery. Born in India, Divakaruni lives in Oakland California. She teaches 

Creative Writingat a local college and co-ordinates a helpline for South Asian women. Since the 

publication of this novel, she has published several books of poetry, several other novels,Sister 

of my Heart,The Vine of Desire, The Couch Bearer,Queen of dreams, The palace of Illusions, 

Oleander Girl. Her short story collection Arranged Marriagehas been widely read and acclaimed. 
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She has been on several best seller lists and has won several awards like the PEN Oakland 

Josephine Miles Prize and the Bay Area Book Reviewers Award for Fiction. Divakarunidraws 

strongly across both cultures. She addresses the immigrant experience whilst she draws heavily 

from memory- of Food and Culture that is at heart of her country of birth. 

Food as Cultural and Personal Identity 

 The term “foodways” was first used by folklorists in reference  to “the connection between food-

related behavior and patterns of membership in cultural community, group, and society” (Camp). In 

“Food in Folklore,” Jonathan David writes:  

In order to establish such a framework about food in folklore, . . . we should first examine 

the subject of folk cuisine itself, and folk eating habits. Together, these constitute the 

domain that scholars in the field of folklore and folklife have come to call ‘foodways.’  

The food traditions of any one community include not just the recipes involved , but the methods by 

which these foods are gathered, stored, prepared, displayed, served, and disposed of.  

 “Foodways” also examine the rules that define these ‘ culture’s’ choices of foods, such as “ideas of 

health and cleanliness” and “foods that are especially esteemed or shunned,” as well as “specific rules 

governing the contexts in which particular foods may or may not be eaten” (David). Folklorists study 

these  food habits or traditions and eating behaviors within a community or culture “to identify the 

primary cultural attributes of an individual or group of individuals” (David). These references to food 

may be found in folktales and folksongs, but they may also be seen in other expressive genres, such 

as folk dance, festivals, costume, and even architecture (Camp). “Foodways” also denotes the way in 

which people of a particular region produce or obtain, prepare, and consume food.  

 Food imagery helps to understand their characters’ true identities, because in many ways, 

food defines people and cultures. In Editors Thomas J. Schoenberg and Lawrence J. Trudeau’s 

collection Twentieth-Century Literary Criticism, an article titled “Food in Literature—

Introduction” states,  
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“Recent psychoanalytic theory suggests that eating practices are essential to self-identity 

and are instrumental in defining family, class, and even ethnic identity. Although food and 

related imagery have long been part of literature, psychological  

theories have led to the examination of food and eating as a universal experience.”  

 Food can serve to signify the belief systems, religious rules, and complex ideologies of a 

particular person or character, or that of an entire community or culture, that may not be 

explained explicitly in a text. In “Introduction: Food in Multi-Ethnic Literatures,” Gardaphé and 

Xu explain, “Ethnic identity formations have been shaped by experiences of food productions 

and services, culinarycreativities, appetites, desires, hunger, and even vomit” (5). He continues to 

describe French sociologist Claude Fischler’s convincing argument in “Food, Self and Identity” 

which states “that food constitutes the self. . . . The saying, ‘You are what you eat,’ bespeaks not 

only the biochemical relationship between us and our food but also the extent to which food 

practices determine our systems of beliefs and representations” (7).  

 Food and eating practices are essentially ways of defining a culture’s ethnic identity, 

reflecting on those persons’ identities within the culture. Food not only reflects and expresses 

personal identity in life and in literature; it also mirrors cultural identity and can create 

boundaries and differences between cultures. Mark Stein states, “Food does more than satisfy 

one’s biological need for calories, nutrients, water. Food choice divides communities and has the 

power to delineate the boundaries between them. Food taboos can serve to mark outsiders as 

unclean, unhealthy, unholy” (Stein, 134).  

Food Culture and Cuisine in India 

  India represents the exotic east and has one of the richest and most ancient cultures 

anywhere in the world. The lush diversity of culture in India manifests in a amalgamation of 

religions, languages, and ethnicities which can be attributed to a history of empires, invasions, 

colonization, restructuring, and migration. India’s history may be described as tumultuous, but it 

resulted in a colorful multiplicity of subcultures which the Western world finds alluring. Indian 

cuisine is as diverse as the cultures from which it springs and equally as enticing to food studies.  
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 In literary food studies, Indian literature is a new, exciting place of exploration and is 

being examined for the ways food is used in texts and the rich cultural representations behind 

food.The ways in which food connects to cultural and personal identity is unique and particularly 

significant in India, opening up many avenues for interpretation and study.   

 Universally, food means more in culture and to individual identity than merely substance. 

However, in India, food acts as a social, political, and religious statement of personal belief, as 

well as a barrier between cultures. This finds itself magnified several times over in the immigrant 

experience.  Food works as ‘memory’ and we all have positive and negative memories and 

associations with Food. The diasporic situation further intensifies this association. Spices from 

home remind you of the warmth of a happy place and times gone by.  

 In other words, the immigrant trajectory is the journey away from the geographic home 

towards an imaginary homeland. Instead of developing its roots unquestionably in the ‘routed 

space’, the immigrant community invests strongly in a few ostensible symbols, especially Food. 

Food is part of the whole array of things an immigrant is expected to adopt and adapt to. 

Through the repetitive ritual of food preparation and consumption, the immigrant perpetuates his 

ethnic identity- this becomes a daily rite then, the crucial link between the binaries of home and 

abroad, the past and the present and the imagined with the real. As Terry Eagleton remarks, “If 

there is one sure thing about food, it is that it is never just food-it is endlessly interpretable- 

materialised emotion”. (Eagleton 204)  

 In The Mistress of SpicesDivakaruni poignantly captures this immense and deep connect. 

The Indian store is a home away from home that is evocative of the comfortable and familiarity 

of a country left far behind. The spices therefore are a strong motif, each chapter being named 

for a spice that Tilo puts to some supernatural use in the narrative. Divakaruni uses their Bengali 

names--halud, lanka, kalojire--to deftly conjure a sense of their exotic possibilities, to give their 

users strength or courage, instill compassion or forgiveness or sometimes to promote love. Tilo's 

prosaic occupation, dispensing oils and lentils from her store counter, allows her to meet and 

help a cross-section of Indian immigrants. Tilo understands "without words their longing for the 

ways they chose to leave behind when they chose America." (MS 63). She observes them, listens 
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to their stories, sees into their secret fears and sometimes unobtrusively slips a special spice into 

their grocery-bags to help them prevail over adversity. 

 Divakaruni’s narrative in The Mistress of Spices is built upon the fault line in American 

identity that lies between Self and community. It also cuts through the essence of Indian thought; 

for the self to exist and co-habit several realities and identities all at the same time. Nayan Tara 

seeks her identity through multiple selves through Shampati’s fire till she is Tilotamma or for 

short Tilo. But not until she starts living in the dusty old shop at Oakland does she question her 

identity between her ‘Self’ and the largely Indian immigrant community that pass through her 

shop. Her sense of community and self are strongest as Tilo,and are inherently tested throughout 

the novel. She has to choose between maintaining her self identity as Tilo, the mistress of spices 

and the young woman deep within who cries out to be ‘seen’, (Tilo as mistress of spices is old 

with wrinkled skin and shabby clothes) acknowledged and more importantly loved and cared for. 

The spices are a defining force throughout the novel. Tilo chafes under the spice’s strictures and 

tries not to be overtly involved in her customer’s lives. 

 The Mistress of Spices captures with “magic realism” the  magical tale of Nayan 

Tara(``Flower That Grows by the Dust Road''), a  girl born with magical powers. Sheis virtually 

discarded by her family for the sin of being a girl. Resentful at being treated so shabbily, young 

Nayan Tara throws herself on the mercy of the mythical serpents of the oceans, who deliver her 

to the mystical Island of Spices. An enchanted island, where she is tutored by a mystical figure 

she calls the First Mother. There, she is initiated into a priestly sisterhood of Spice Mistresses 

sent out into the world to help others, offering magic potions of fennel, peppercorn, lotus root, 

etc. The place Nayan Tara (now renamed Tilottama, or Tilo) chooses to be the Mistress 

dispensing remedies is a Spice Bazaar in a rough section of Oakland, California--a tiny, rundown 

shop from which the now- aged Tilo as mistress is forbidden to venture.  

 With a new name, Tilo and in an old woman's body, she is commissioned to serve her 

community through her spices.Here, she devotes herself to improving the lives of the immigrant 

Indians who come to buy her spices--including an abused wife, a troubled youth, a chauffeur 

with dreams of American wealth, and a grandfather whose insistence on Old World propriety 
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may have cost him his relationship with a beloved granddaughter. As long as Tilo follows the 

dictates of her ancient island-bound spice mentor, particularly thinking only of her charges' 

needs and never of her own needs and desires, Tilo is in sync with the spice spirits and with the 

world at large.Tilo, uses her otherworldly knowledge to relieve pain, suffering and immigrant 

angst, until she meets Raven, an elusive American in quest of an earthly paradise. And Tilo 

breaks her vows as the Mistress of Spices and begins her own quest for identity. With this she 

unravels a whole new set of events that quickly spiral to a climactic denouement.  

 Divakaruni uses food as a mise en scene, all characters then emerge and merge 

seamlessly into the backdrop. Food is an omnipresent symbol throughout the narrative. 

Divakaruni contrasts the inside with the outside, Tilo’s spice shop with the seemingly common 

world outside the shop. Each chapter is dedicated to a spice and Tiloperforms an emotional rite 

of passage in tribute. 

 Turmeric which is also named halud, meaning yellow, colour of daybreak and conch 

shell sound.Turmeric the preserver, keeping foods safe in a land of heat and hunger. Turmeric 

the auspicious spice, placed on the heads ofnew-borns for luck, sprinkled over coconuts at pujas, 

rubbed into the borders of wedding saris.(MS 13) 

 “The spice speaks to me” says Tilo. She is the enchantress and the enchanted.  “Its voice 

is like evening, like a beginning of the world” (MS 13). The First Mother who initiates Tilo 

acknowledges Tilo’s special gifts, “You were the only one in whose hands the spices sang back” 

(MS 34). Tilo herself is named after “the sun-burnished sesame seed, spice of nourishment” (MS 

5), a name she lives upto as she chides, cajoles, persuades and guides all those who visit her 

irrespective of her own emotions. Tilo’s “bougainvillaea girls” give her reason enough to flaunt 

her powers, the spirited Tilo bristles under their “don’t see me” attitude.  She admits  

 A desire leaps clawed like a tiger from its hidden place in me. 

I will boil petal of rose with camphor, grind in peacock feathers. Say the words 

…This disguise falling around like snakeskin around my feet, and I rising red and  

new and wet-gleaming. Draped in a veil of diamonds, Tilottama most beautiful, to 

whom these girls will be like mud scraped from the feet before one crosses the  
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threshold. (MS 49)      

 Tilo is immediately contrite. She remembers the First Mother’s warning. The spices 

enable her to remain “clean, sharp and sane” and she blesses even them who do not see her with 

“fenugreek who renders the body sweet again”. 

 In one of the paradoxes of life, Tilo discovers her identity in denial.  It is the American 

whose mind she cannot read that fascinates and unravels her. She derides herself, “Tilo weakened 

in magic through your wilfulness, who can you blame but yourself(MS 183). But with Raven 

Tilo finds the exhilarating possibility of a life shared and with the same sense of wonder as 

Pandora, discovers hope. From Mistress Tilo strangely discovers she’s happy being “only a 

woman”. With Raven she can finally share her magic, as Raven recounts how he got his name, 

nothing is more real to Tilo than that surreal experience; “ Ah my American, perhaps at last I 

have found someone with whom I can share how it is to live the Mistress life, that beautiful, 

terrible burden (MS 203). 

 Tilo’s journey which starts with sesame culminates in makaradwaj, king among spices. 

Tilo whose only duty in life was to nourish and provide for all those who came to her, for once 

becomes the seeker. She asks for herself and risks all. From the earth shattering debris Tilo 

emerges overcoming the avalanching emotionsaccepting all catastrophe that can befall a 

Mistressdefiant of her spices, she is surprised that “having readied your mind to suffer, you did 

not need to undergo that suffering in body also” (MS 305). From Tilo is born Maya, “meaning 

illusion, spell, enchantment, the power that keeps this imperfect world going…” (MS 317) 

          As strong as this is the realisation that the “Deepest magic, lies at the heart of our everyday 

lives, flickering fire, if only we had eyes to see.” (MS 51). This then is Tilo’s evocative evolution 

from self- awareness to discovery, the quintessential marker of identity.  
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